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Obscurus Projectum

analog film objects encompasses the whimsical and the melancholy,

About the Artists

the elegant and the (pleasingly) clunky, showcasing the special

Sandra Gibson and Luis Recoder stage the scene of film as orphaned

qualities of analog, mechanical, photochemical, celluloid film. One

object through the temporal labor of a moving image installation.

on a large screen. Artificial light in Illuminatoria is the refracted light that ricochets from the transparent

of those special qualities is that analog cameras and projectors

Collaborators since 2000, Gibson and Recoder unite the rich

medium of various rotating glass elements, recasting the play of light into an abstract moving canvas on the

open up to let us in, figuratively at least. A malfunctioning digital

traditions of experimental film, particularly its structuralist and

camera will not reveal what ails it to the curious user who opens it

materialist strands, and the multimodal sensibility of expanded

up; an analog camera likely will.

cinema that emerged in the 1960s, in which the moving image was

Powers of Resolution is an exhibition that resolves upon the optical properties of both natural and artificial
light. Natural light in Obscurus Projectum is the incandescent light reflected from the objective field, a tiny
fraction of which makes its way into a dark theater, reconstituting the rays in the form of a moving penumbra

By Jonathan Walley

back side of a translucent portal. The dark chambers enclosing the two installations disclose the cinematic
precondition for the resolving power of light.

Every camera is a camera obscura, and vice versa. But generally, the

—Sandra Gibson and Luis Recoder

term camera obscura is reserved for large-scale objects, those big

Lightplay: Material Entry Points
By Kathleen Maguire, Cinema Arts, Exploratorium

Vision and perception are vital paths of exploration visitors

woven into the labile space of performance, sound, and audience

enough to enter completely, or, at least, stick our heads into (like

What’s more, opening an analog camera and looking inside its

interaction. Their larger body of work explores this interstice

the shoebox pinhole cameras some students make in science class).

“room” reveals a space we can imagine ourselves inside of. Or, we

between avant-garde film practice and the incorporation of moving

can imagine recreating that space on a human scale, as Obscurus

images and time-based media into museums and art galleries.

For this work, the light is directed onto the Forum’s projection

More important than the accommodating size of camera obscuras

Projectum does. Precisely because the space inside an analog

screen, landing perfectly on the 16 × 9 foot rectangle, highlighting

like Gibson and Recoder’s Obscurus Projectum, is that its expanse

camera is a space, it resonates with our everyday experiences in

The artists wish to thank Sheri Wills, Rachel Berwick, and the

the inherent cinematic qualities of the camera obscura. By framing

heightens the sense of “interiority”—the inner-workings of this and

our rooms, hallways, offices, churches, and theaters, and of the

students from Rhode Island School of Design Glass Department for their

the real-world scenery unfolding outside the theater’s walls via

indeed all cameras We are used to cameras being small in the age

interactions that take place within them.

assistance in the fabrication of unique hand-blown glass elements.

simple masking techniques that rearticulate available light as a

of smart phones. And though we are not used to opening them up

work of natural projection, the artists encourage meditation on our

and looking inside, Gibson and Recoder invite us to do just that.

This is what analog means: analogous to, parallel to, comparable to, a

About the Contributor

surroundings by rendering the familiar topsy-turvy.

Like an anatomical drawing that greatly magnifies the inside of an

model of. Filmmakers from all cinematic traditions—from avant-garde

Jonathan Walley is a professor of Cinema Studies at Denison

eye, Obscurus Projectum grants us entrance to an interior that is

to mainstream—have embraced this quality of analog image-making

University. His primary research interest is avant-garde or

encounter at the Exploratorium. The broad and deep work in this
area manifests in over 150 exhibits that are primarily concentrated

Departing from the natural light on which Obscurus Projectum

not just unfamiliar, but typically not even imagined. Crossing the

media. The history of cinema is replete with analogies between film

experimental film, and his scholarship has appeared in numerous

in the museum’s Bechtel Central Gallery. Much of the initial effort

resolves, Illuminatoria engages with “low-tech” analog mechanisms,

threshold is at once exhilarating and illuminating.

and the human world, from the Soviet filmmaker Dziga Vertov’s

journals and collections of writing on avant-garde cinema. He is

around vision and perception was shepherded by the museum’s first

including lighting kits, variable-speed motorized turntables, and

concept of the “kino eye” (“camera eye”) to Gibson and Recoder’s

working on a book about expanded cinema and what it tells us

staff artist, Bob Miller. His exhibits, which remain on the floor today,

hand-blown glass elements to craft a kinetic light sculpture revealing

Of course, all cameras have interiors, but we tend not to explore those

statement that the camera obscura is a prototype of the micro-cinema.

about the nature of cinema and its relationship to the other arts.

elegantly fuse art and science. Of them, journalist K.C. Cole wrote:

an ever-evolving network of luminous forms in gradual motion.

of digital cameras because they do not invite us in. Exposing their

The Black Box is the primary location for engaging with this work,

delicate inner workings is asking for trouble and will reveal nothing

Across its long history, the camera obscura has been an artistic tool,

Images

[T]he lesson that lodges in your head after spending time

where you are enveloped in the space, allowing you to focus your

to us. Inside are wires and pieces of silicon and aluminum that do not

a philosophical device, a scientific implement. Each function has

with [Miller’s exhibits] is that no one ever sees anything but

attention on the contained light play that emerges and spreads over

reveal how the camera works or what the parts do. Like ornamental

made the camera obscura an analog of something: the eye, human

light, and then only as it emerges from whatever surface it

the surface of a 6 × 10 foot acrylic translucent screen. The caustics

Chinese boxes or nested Russian dolls, digital cameras open only to

consciousness, the “outside” world itself (Gibson and Recoder call it

On View

last scattered from or traveled through. Everything else is

at play create a fleeting experience that is enriched by extended

reveal another package in which something even smaller is hidden.

“the earliest projection of the world, or simply world projection”). The

Gibson + Recoder: Powers Of Resolution

imagination and projection.

viewing. To demystify the illusory nature of Illuminatoria, viewers can

renewed interest in the camera obscura is evidenced by exhibitions

Thursday, November 10–Sunday, December 18
Illuminatoria
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Cover: Illuminatoria Prototype, Headlands Center for the Arts, Gibson + Recoder, 2015.
Interior: Obscurus Projectum Prototype, Exploratorium, images courtesy of JD Beltran, 2015.

experience another aspect of it in the museum’s Osher West Gallery,

Analog cameras, whether they take still or moving pictures, are

like this one. The persistence with which some filmmakers and critics

The experience Cole describes is the grounding from which

where a small window allows a glimpse into the behind-the-scenes

true to the original meaning of camera—“chamber” or “room.”

work to sustain analog moving-image media is sometimes dismissed

Gibson + Recoder: Powers of Resolution emerges. With one work

projection booth.

Indeed, “vaulted room” is the best translation, further suggesting an

as mere nostalgia, contrariness for its own sake, or fetishism of

Black Box

accommodating interior. Inside, we can observe the camera’s parts

technology that has been rendered obsolete by digital.

Obscurus Projectum

generated from natural light and the other from artificial light, the

Tuesdays through Sundays • 10:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.
Thursdays • 6:00–10:00 p.m.

Thursdays through Sundays • 11:00 a.m.–2:00 p.m.

pieces act as companions that, in their distinct approaches, emphasize

Throughout the Exploratorium there are various approaches to

in operation: light passing through the tiny aperture, striking the film;

the phenomenal magic of light, which often passes unobserved.

exploring a single phenomenon. This encourages repeat encounters

film being pulled through the gate by sprocket wheels; metal claws

Obscurus Projectum suggests another, deeper reason for the ongoing

that allow visitors to notice and draw their own connections

and hooks moving the film along, holding it steady for exposure;

appeal of the analog in the so-called digital millennium: rather

Obscurus Projectum reimagines the multipurpose theatrical setting

between exhibits and their interplay. As the first piece of Lightplay,

the film unspooling from one end to be respooled onto the other.

than alienating us with a cryptic interior that has no “room” for us,

of the Exploratorium’s Kanbar Forum as a large-scale camera

a series of artist engagements focused on light interventions,

We see an image-making assembly line in action.

camera obscuras—as models of analog image-making technology—

Related Exhibits

obscura. Using no lenses or mirrors, the work is revealed through

Gibson + Recoder: Powers of Resolution offers a new paradigm for

admit us, let us in. They make real space for our bodies rather than

During your visit, you can learn more about the phenomena on view in Gibson + Recoder:

a single beam of light piercing through an entirely darkened space.

observing the resolving powers of light within the Exploratorium.

Prior to working with camera obscuras, Gibson and Recoder created

a virtual space we cannot inhabit. They are part of the physical

This is a centuries-old technique that Gibson and Recoder describe

It complements the musuem’s profuse examinations of vision and

16mm films, live performances utilizing 16mm and 35mm film

world we live in. Analog and digital media both make images, of

as “the earliest manifestation of live, or rather, living cinema.”

perception with subtle and overt ties to its hands-on exhibits. We

projectors, and a variety of film-related objects—altered projectors,

course, but the former also appeals to our tactile sense, and thus

hope you’ll take the time to deeply experience these works, allowing

weavings made of filmstrips, and all manner of ingeniously

appeals to our desire for physical connection with our world and

yourself to be immersed in their subtle motions and delicate beauty.

repurposed analog film machinery. Gibson and Recoder’s world of

with those objects and other bodies with whom we share our rooms.

1. Cole, K.C. Something Incredibly Wonderful Happens: Frank Oppenheimer and the World

He Made Up (Houghton Mifflin, 2009), p. 199.

Kanbar Forum
There will be no viewing hours Thursday, November 24–Sunday, November 27,
Friday, December 9, or Sunday, December 18.

Powers of Resolution by exploring these exhibits in the gallery noted.
Fisher Bay Observatory Terrace
A Way of Seeing as it Happens
Bechtel Central Gallery
Critical Angle, Light Island, Light Lab, Newton’s Prisms,
Sophisticated Shadows, Sun Painting

